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Note: This information is the result of carefully executed tests. This Technical Data Sheet has been prepared to the best of our knowledge to provide you with advice when gluing. We cannot be held responsible for the 
results or any damage suffered, as the variety of factors involved (type and combination of materials and working method) are beyond our control. Users have to carry out their own checks and trials. Liability can only be 
accepted for the consistently high quality of our product.

80 removable and reusable glue pads, yellow
patafix yellow

48761 - UHU PATAFIX Yellow BlIsTer 80 GlUe PAds de / Fr / IT - 50140

APPlIcATIon
coverage: Silicon- treated paper, film
directions for use:
1) Pull off pads and 2) knead until soft. 3) Apply UHU patafix to the item to be 
fixed. 4) Fix the item by pressing firmly to the surface to which you want to 
attach it. To reuse: repeat from 2). 
stains/residue: Possible residue can be removed by dabbing with another 
glue pad. UHU patafix may leave a greasy mark on absorbent surfaces; this can 
usually be removed with benzine.

TecHnIcAl sPecIFIcATIons
Appearance: Strips of adhesive pads
chemical base: Modified polybutene caoutchouc
colour: White
consistency: Solid

sTorAGe condITIons
 Product should be stored in a dry, cool and frost free place.

PAck sIzes
80 Glue pads 

ProdUcT descrIPTIon
UHU patafix – the clever alternative to pins, tape and thumbtacks! UHU 
patafix is a removable, reusable adhesive for a quick and clean fixation of small 
items such as photos, postcards, drawings, posters ... to various surfaces like 
walls, doors or furniture. 1000’s of uses at home, at school or in the office! 
Dermatologically tested.*

*UHU patafix achieved the result “VERY GOOD” in dermatological tests carried 
out by the independant institute dermatest®.

FIeld oF APPlIcATIon
Both removable and permanent adhering of small objects on wood, cement, 
glass, metal, plastic and porcelain. Suitable for fixing of posters, decorations, 
small electronic devices, cables and much more. Not suitable for delicate 
materials or surfaces. Do not use on recently painted areas and wallpaper. Try on 
small sample first.

ProPerTIes
· Removable and reusable
· Quick and clean fixation
· Hold durably
· Dermatologically tested
· Made in Germany

PrePArATIon
Personal safety: Keep away from children: Danger of confusion with chewing 
gum.
surface requirements: The areas to be glued must be dry and free of any dust 
or grease.


